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ABSTRACT

The utility of vision-based face tracking for dual pointing
tasks is evaluated. We first describe a 3-D face tracking
technique based on real-time parametric motion-stereo,
which is non-invasive, robust, and self-initialized. The
tracker provides a real-time estimate of a “frontal face ray”
whose intersection with the display surface plane is used as
a second stream of input for scrolling or pointing, in parallel with hand input. We evaluated the performance of combined head/hand input on a box selection and coloring task:
users selected boxes with one pointer and colors with a
second pointer, or performed both tasks with a single
pointer. We found that performance with head and one
hand was intermediate between single hand performance
and dual hand performance. Our results are consistent with
previously reported dual hand conflict in symmetric
pointing tasks, and suggest that a head-based input stream
should be used for asymmetric control.
Keywords

Head tracking, vision-based interface, perceptual user
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INTRODUCTION

New "perceptive" user interfaces have been developed that
allow direct control of pointers or other user interface
degrees of freedom using body gestures [29, 11, 14, 35].
In contrast to previously available commercial technologies
for users with disabilities (e.g., [13, 27]), these systems are
designed for uncalibrated, non-contact interaction with
naive users. In this paper, we present a state-of-the-art
perceptive interface for head-based pointing and evaluate
its utility on a dual selection task.
Gaze or head pose is a potentially powerful and intuitive
pointing cue if it can be obtained accurately and
unobtrusively. Eye movement is an important topic of
study in evaluating user interface performance and
potentially as an input cue [21]. However, the dynamics of
involuntary human eye movements limit its accuracy for
independent fine pointing control, although it can provide a
coarse reference frame [41]. In this paper, we focus on
head pose tracking, which has been a topic of active

interest in the computer vision community [12] and appears
to be less affected by involuntary control movements than
eye-gaze. Several authors have built prototypes which
incorporate head pose tracking into user interface controls
[2,22,24,26]. These systems generally propose that head
pose be used to control a second pointer or scrolling
parameter in drawing, selection, or navigation applications.
Many human-computer interface tasks could benefit from
the simultaneous control of multiple input devices. In our
everyday experience, we interact with other people and
devices with multiple hands and information streams
(speech, gesture, gaze), but we can generally only type and
click on personal computers. Ideally, head pose input can
provide a second pointing or focus of attention channel and
potentially make tasks faster and more intuitive.
There is substantial literature exploring the possible
benefits of interaction with dual input channels for humancomputer interface. Buxton [9] demonstrated that the use
of both hands improved performance for common CAD
tasks. More recent work has shown that dual hand-based
input many not independently increase performance for all
task types. Increased performance was found on
asymmetric tasks [15] where the non-dominant hand is
used to control a general reference frame and handle coarse
tasks and the dominant hand handles precise tasks [18]. A
comparative study of dual hand control for compound
drawing and selection tasks showed that an asymmetric
interface style with overlaid transparent menus [3]
increased performance, but that for symmetric pointing
tasks "two hands can be worse than one" [23].
We investigated whether head-pose could effectively be
used as a parallel input stream. Does a head-pose input
channel enhance or conflict with a dominant hand input
channel? How does it compare with a second hand in
symmetric pointing tasks? We investigated these questions
on a task that required dual selection of objects on a
computer screen. We first review the details of our head
tracking system, and then describe the experiment
performed. We conclude with a discussion of how our
observations and results should influence the design of
future perceptive user interfaces.

Figure 1: Intensity and range images of a user taken
at two time instants. Top row shows intensity
images, and bottom row depth images obtained
from a real-time stereo range camera [37]. Rigidbody motion techniques can recover the 3-D motion
of a user’s face accurately and unambiguously when
both intensity and depth data are available [16].

HEAD-POSE TRACKING USING STEREO VISION

Many techniques have been proposed for tracking a user's
head based on passive visual observation. To be useful for
pointing or focus of attention tasks, tracking performance
must be accurate enough to localize a desired region, robust
enough to ignore illumination and scene variation, and fast
enough to serve as an interactive control. Examples of 2-D
approaches to face tracking include color-based [28,40,4],
template-based [24] and eigenface-based [36] techniques.
These techniques are fast but capture only gross head
motion and may require initialization or calibration.
Techniques using 3-D models have greater potential for
accurate tracking but require knowledge of the shape of the
face. Early work presumed simple shape models (e.g.,
planar [5], cylindrical [25], or ellipsoidal [2]). More
recently, tracking has been performed with a 3-D face
texture mesh [32] or 3-D face feature mesh [39]. Toyama
[33] developed a robust head tracking system that used a
hierarchy of tracking approaches that ranged from 3-D rigid
features to coarse color blobs and could automatically reset
and initialize more accurate layers when appropriate.
Applied to cursor control, accuracy on the order of 1cm
was reported. This is comparable to the eye-gaze tracking
uncertainty reported in [41].
Very accurate shape models are possible using the "active
appearance model" methodology [10,22], especially when
applied to 3-D head data as in [6]. However, tracking 3-D
active appearance models to monocular intensity images is
currently a time-consuming process that is not well suited
for interactive systems.

Figure 2: Example of pointer control using a head
tracking system. The 3-D position and orientation of the
user’s head are tracked in real-time. In the top image, a
set of axes is overlaid on the user’s face to show the
estimated pose. A close-up of the face is shown in the
lower-left image. The intersection of the frontal face ray
with a display screen is used to control a pointer, as
shown in the lower-right figure.
Our approach has been to track using 3-D observations and
direct rigid motion models. This has the advantage of
being accurate and fast, as well as robust to substantial
illumination variation. We observe a user's face using a
real-time optical stereo system [30,37] and compute the
rigid motion which best accounts for the intensity and
shape variation seen from frame to frame. The core of our
approach is a system for "stereo parametric motion", using
a combination of an instantaneous rigid motion model and
traditional optic flow equations extended to include a depth
term [16]. Figure 1 shows an example of the intensity and
depth images used by our system for tracking.
Classically, optic flow equations relate the image gradient
to local motion under the assumption that image variation
is due to scene motion [20], and these local motion
estimates can be aggregated into a single global motion
estimate (rigid [19] or affine [5]). When tracking faces
with intensity alone, it can be difficult to discriminate small
translations and rotations, and the systems of equations that

Figure 4: A screen show of our box-coloring task.
Users selected a box from the outer ring, then a
color from the dialog box.

Figure 3: Examples of trajectories where the user was attempting to follow a rectangular shape. A) shows trackball
and mouse performance for comparison. B) shows performance using 3-D head tracker described in this paper. C)
shows performance with 2-D face tracking techniques based on optic flow or template tracking.
have to be solved are therefore often numerically ill-posed.1
However, with stereo range data, small rotations and
translations become easy to distinguish. For mathematical
details of our system see [16].
However robust, rigid motion tracking alone is insufficient
to build a head tracker; the system must be initialized and
reset if tracking is lost. Rather than implement the "hard
reset" that many systems use, we have developed a "soft
refinement" approach to error stabilization. Our algorithm
automatically tracks pose change using multiple base
frames determined at run time. We have shown how this
system can run for very long sequences without needing to
be re-initialized [31]. To find the origin of the face
coordinate system, e.g., the front of the face, we applied the
face detector described in [38]. Stereo data was obtained
with the real-time stereo camera system developed at SRI
Labs [37].
1

If an accurate segmentation of the object boundary is
available, then this ambiguity is not present. However,
this is been notoriously difficulty to achieve in practice.

In contrast to previous head tracking systems for user
interface, our system is robust to strong illumination
changes, automatically initializes without user intervention,
and can reinitialize automatically if tracking is lost (which
is rare.) Related, but independent work on stereo face
tracking [17] has applied a face feature mesh model to
tracking with 3-D features. This system is also fast and
robust but requires manual initialization of some of the
tracking features or prior experience with the people being
tracked.
To guide a pointer on a screen, we adopt the paradigm of a
"nose pointer" (Figure 2) and compute the 3-D intersection
of the frontal face ray with the display screen [33]. We
presume the position and extent of the display surface
relative to the stereo camera location is known a priori.
We ran experiments to test the raw accuracy of our system
before starting the user studies described below. Figure 3b
shows examples where the user used his or her face to
guide a pointer along a fixed trajectory. Figure 3c shows a
comparison with several other face tracking methods
(template[2,24], color[8], optic flow[26]) on the same task.

Figure 3a shows the trackball and mouse accuracy on the
task.
Based on the tracing experiments in Figure 3, our system
has tracking accuracy equivalent to 5.3 pixels standard
deviation on a 72 dpi screen with a user 50cm from the
display. This compares favorably with the accuracy in
[33], which reported a pointer position uncertainty region
of approximately 1cm. Table 1 summarizes the tracking
accuracy for our implementation of several systems:
normalized correlation template tracking [2,24], color
tracking[8], 2D optic flow [26], as well as our 3D head
tracker, reports that eye gaze accuracy is one-half to one
degree of arc [41] (without mouse for fine control), as well
as empirical results with trackball and mouse (Figure 3).
When run on a 1.5GHz Pentium IV workstation, our
system runs at approximately 15Hz with 60ms lag.

Table 1: Tracking accuracy of several systems
Method

Std. dev. (pixels)

Correlation head tracker [2]

17.6

2D Optical Flow head tracker [26]

22.9

Hybrid [33]

30

3D head tracker

5.3

Eye gaze

18-36

Trackball

3.7

Mouse

1.9

IS HEAD BETTER THAN HAND AS A SECOND INPUT
STREAM?

Using the head tracker described above we sought to test
whether passive head input was a useful input stream
compared to a second hand input. Since it is still an open
question how to sense "clicks" from a face (some have
suggested dwell time or eye blinks), we focus on the use of
face input as a second stream. We use a task based on dual
selection since existing tools for scrolling (wheelmouse,
scrolling-at-window-edge) seem highly effective.
Task

Our experimental paradigm was a box-coloring task
designed to represent an object selection and attribute
setting interaction present in many complex graphical
interfaces. Users were presented with two sets of boxes,
one indicating regions to be filled and other indicating
possible colors. The boxes to be filled were larger than the
color specification boxes.
Users first selected boxes and then selected a color with
which to fill it. In a dual pointer regime, clicking on a
color with the first pointer set the color of a box selected
with the second pointer. In a single pointer regime, users
first clicked on a box to select it and then clicked on a color
to perform the color fill operation. The boxes were
arranged in a rectangular grid on the outside of the display
screen, and the color section window was placed at the
center of the screen (see Figure 4). (This arrangement was
chosen to minimize the overall length of pointer travel in
both single pointer and dual-pointer conditions.)
We experimented with two ordering conditions to evaluate
the effect of pointer trajectory length on performance:
A. Boxes were selected in a user-specified order and had to
be filled with a particular color (as shown by the color of
the border of the box).
B. Boxes had to be selected in a random order specified by
the computer (as shown by highlighting the next box's

Figure 5: Our experimental setup. Note dual mice, and
stereo camera positioned above display screen.
border) and had to be filled with a particular color (as
shown by the color of the border of the box).
These two conditions imply different average trajectory
lengths when two pointers are used since in (A) the user
can move one around the ring of boxes in a systematic
fashion with short movements while in (B), the user has to
move on average approximately half a screen away to
select the next box.
We tested each of the above ordering conditions in each of
three input device conditions:
1. Single mouse only - users selected both box and color
using one mouse in their dominant hand (if any).
2. Dual mouse input - users used one mouse for selecting
the box and the second mouse for selecting the color.
Either mouse could be used for either task.
3. Head-pose input with second mouse input - users
selected the box to be colored using a head-driven pointer
and the color using a mouse pointer in their dominant hand
(if any).
To the extent that the task is separable, we would expect
condition 1 to be slower than condition 2 and 3. If it is
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Figure 7: Results for task B, as in previous figure.
Figure 6: Results on task A. Execution time in
milliseconds is shown for single mouse, dual mouse,
and head+mouse conditions, for novice and advanced
users. Error bars show one standard deviation.
separable but there is conflict at a hand motor control level,
we could expect condition 3 to be faster than 2. We would
expect the converse result if there is bilateral motor
enhancement. If conditions 2 and 3 were equally slow, it
would indicate an attentional or cognitive conflict.

Apparatus

Users sat in front of a 17" LCD display screen connected to
a conventional personal computer running custom software
to implement the experiment described above. (Figure 5) A
mouse was connected to the first computer system via
standard interface and controlled the first pointer on the
application described above. A second computer system
was used to control the second pointer, via custom network
software. The second computer either relayed a pointer
signal from a conventional mouse or sent the signal from
face tracking software running on that computer. Latency
due to network transduction of the second mouse was
designed to be less than 10ms. Mouse speed was set such
that the user could move the head pointer at approximately
the same speed as the mouse pointer.

Procedure

Fifteen subjects successfully participated in the experiment.
Subjects were recruited from our research lab and were
graduate students in computer science who are expert users
of personal computers. None of the subjects had any prior
experience with a head-tracking system. Nine of the
subjects were in the "novice" group and the other six were
in the "advanced" group. We divided the subjects this way
to study how naive subjects perform using the input modes,
and how "advanced" subjects, or subjects with more
practice, compare with the naive subjects.
The experiment included two stages: a training stage and
testing stage. During the training stage, subjects were told

to practice selecting boxes around the screen using the
three input device conditions until they felt comfortable.
This stage lasted approximately 5 minutes. The "advanced"
group had additional practice of 10 - 15 minutes using the
actual tasks and the input modes.
After the training and practice stages, the subjects
completed the tasks using the three input device conditions
in counterbalanced order. Subjects in the "novice" group
completed each of the tasks once, and subjects in the
"advanced" group completed each of the tasks 5 or more
times. The execution times for coloring each of the boxes
was recorded as well as the total times for each task. After
the experiment, we asked the subjects for comments

Results

Figure 6 shows the average time required to complete task
A, for each of the input conditions and for different levels
of user experience. In task A, the user chooses the order of
boxes to be colored. The lighter bars indicate performance
for naive users, who had little experience with the task,
apparatus, or the head tracking system. Darker bars
indicate performance after approximately one hour's
experience with the system.
Novice users were faster using the head and one hand
condition than using two hands, but were fastest with a
single mouse.
Experienced users, in contrast, were
reversed: they were fastest using two mice, second fastest
on head and one mouse, and slowest on a single mouse.
A similar trend was seen in task B, where the order of
boxes to be colored is predetermined by the computer.
Results for task B are shown in Figure 7.
Surprisingly, the results for task A and B are qualitatively
similar, despite different trajectory styles performed by
users for each task.
Figure 8a shows a typical pointer trajectory for a user
performing task A using a single mouse. The user first
guides the pointer to select a box, then the specified color,
then the next box of the user's choosing, and so on. Figure

Figure 9: Sample trajectories performed by users on task A: a) single mouse condition, b) dual mouse condition, c)
head+mouse condition.
8b shows the trajectories on this task for two mice, and
Figures 8c show the trajectory using the head and one hand.
Since task A allows the user to select the order of boxes, a
compact trajectory is possible for each mouse in the dual
pointer conditions. However, task B fixes the order of
boxes, and therefore requires the box selection pointer to
traverse on average half the screen width per box. Sample
trajectories for task B are shown in Figure 9
The trajectory lengths (in mm) corresponding to Figure 8
and 9 are shown in Table 2. As expected, in task A
trajectory lengths for dual pointer input were lower than for
single pointer input. In task B the lengths are more similar.
Intuitively, the box selection pointer in task B can be used
to also select the color without adding significantly to the
overall trajectory length, since it will be passing by the
color selection window often during a typical run.
The comments from the "novice" group on the dual mouse
condition included "2 mice is hard, confusing" and "two
mice was most difficult because I almost never use my left
hand as a pointing or gesturing hand". One positive remark
about the head-pose input mode was that "head tracker [is
especially easy to use] for coarse movements, mouse for
fine movements". A comment that "head tracker was not
well adjusted for my usual head movement" suggests that
we may need to design more natural mapping between head
movements and input actions. Many subjects commented
that the single mouse condition was the easiest because
they were very used to it.

DISCUSSION

The results presented above show that head tracking can be
approximately as accurate as a second mouse in dual
selection tasks. Interestingly, they show that naïve users

perform better on head and hand tracking than on dual hand
tracking, even when the hand input device is one that the
users are extremely familiar with (a mouse). Our results
support the hypothesis that naïve users have some motor
coordination conflict that makes symmetric dual
manipulation difficult [15,23], and that this conflict is
lessened with the use of the head and one hand.
However, naïve users performed best on the device they
use every day, a single mouse. An additional input stream
did not help performance, lending support to the hypothesis
that in addition to the motor conflict, naïve users have an
attentional or cognitive conflict in driving two pointers.
Expert users were able to partially overcome both the
attentional and motor conflicts, since their performance in
the dual pointer conditions was faster than in the single
pointer condition. Familiarity may still have an effect, as
the two mouse condition was faster than the head and
mouse condition.
Counter to our intuition, trajectory length did not seem to
play a large role in determining task completion time. The
relative trajectory lengths between single and dual pointer
conditions in task A vary by a factor of 2 (Table 1), yet the
completion times at most vary by 20%! We expected to
see a dramatic improvement with dual pointers in task A
relative to task B, but both tasks showed qualitatively
similar results (Figures 6 and 7)
The improvement with dual pointers (hand or face) is
modest. Our result casts doubt on the utility of a facedriven pointer to provide position context for actions
selected by a primary pointer. However, the face tracker
was nearly as accurate as a single mouse, suggesting that if
the problem of “clicking” with one’s face or head can be
overcome it may be useful in hands-free environments,
such as interactive walls or kiosks.

Head tracking may be most appropriate for selection on a
larger display surface, such as in an interactive room or
wall display. We believe that integration of head tracking
with natural language may provide the most intuitive and
useful pointing system, allowing head gaze to provide
linguistic reference to objects and people in the real (or
virtual) world [7].
The technology for perceptive user interfaces based on
head-tracking appears mature enough for evaluation and
possible integration with other user interface modalities.
Our experiments are the first in a series to explore how
direct sensing can best be applied to interaction tasks.
While head tracking is the most mature perceptive
technology in engineering terms, there is still much work to
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Table 2: Average trajectory lengths
Mode

Task A

Task B

Single mouse

1902

2030

Dual mouse

854

1864

3D-Tracker

1212

1773

be done to find the appropriate interaction paradigm.
We also expect that as other perceptive technologies
mature, direct interfaces will move beyond head tracking to
include full body gestures, interaction across large spaces,
and interaction between multiple people. The results in this
paper show that symmetric pointing tasks may be difficult
no matter which body gesture is used, due to the attentional
or cognitive load presented by such a tasks.

CONCLUSIONS

Head tracking based on rigid motion stereo can be accurate,
robust, automatically initialized, and fast. A head-driven
pointer based on this system is approximately half as
accurate as a trackball or mouse in terms of position
accuracy. On a dual selection task naïve users perform
slightly better using head-pose as a second input stream
than with dual hand inputs. Attentional or cognitive
conflict is still an issue with symmetric dual pointing tasks,
even with a second head-based input stream. Future
systems for head-based input should focus on asymmetric
dual control tasks, as suggested in the dual hand
manipulation literature.
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